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ABSTRACT

The conventional wisdom is that China and the United States do not recognize each other’s court judgments. But this is changing. A US court first recognized a Chinese judgment in 2009, and a Chinese court first reciprocated in 2017. This Article provides an overview of the enforcement of US judgments in China and Chinese judgments in the United States, noting the similarities and differences in the two countries’ systems. In China, rules for the enforcement of foreign judgments are established at the national level and require reciprocity. In the United States, rules for the enforcement of foreign judgments are established at the state level and generally do not require reciprocity.

This Article also looks at possibilities for future cooperation in the enforcement of foreign judgments, through a bilateral treaty, a multilateral convention, and the application of domestic law. It concludes that progress in the recognition and enforcement of China–US judgments is most likely to come from continued judicial practice under existing rules and from China’s shifting approach to reciprocity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite recent talk of “trade wars” and “decoupling,” China and the United States remain among each other’s largest trading partners. As one economist recently observed, “it is impossible to decouple the two largest economies in the world.” With business relations come business disputes. Parties from China and the United States often choose international commercial arbitration to settle their disputes. But not all China–US contracts have arbitration clauses, and not all disputes arise out of contracts. Some disputes inevitably find their way into Chinese or US courts and result in judgments that must be enforced in the other country.


The conventional wisdom has been that enforcing US judgments in China is difficult. The absence of Chinese decisions finding a reciprocal relationship with the United States prior to 2017 also indicates some skepticism, at least among Chinese courts, that Chinese judgments would be enforced in the United States. But recent developments challenge those views. Since the 2009 US federal court decision enforcing a Chinese judgment in *Hubei Gezhouba Sanlian Industrial Co. v. Robinson Helicopter Co.*, courts in the United States have consistently recognized and enforced Chinese court judgments in the same way as court judgments from other countries. Chinese courts have recently reciprocated, with *Liu v. Tao* enforcing a US state court judgment in 2017 and *Nalco Co. v. Chen* enforcing a US federal court judgment in 2018. Whereas the US enforcement of Chinese judgments simply represents the application of existing US rules on the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments, the Chinese enforcement of US judgments is occurring within the context of rethinking China’s traditional approach to reciprocity in the enforcement of foreign judgments.

The legal frameworks governing foreign judgments in China and the United States are quite different. China’s rules on foreign judgments are established at the national level by China’s Civil Procedure Law (CPL), which provides for the enforcement of legally effective foreign judgments pursuant to international treaties or in accordance with the principle of reciprocity. Although China has bilateral treaties providing for the recognition of foreign judgments
with many countries, it has none with the United States.\textsuperscript{8} The absence of a treaty between China and the United States brings the principle of reciprocity to the forefront, a principle China’s Supreme People’s Court (SPC) has traditionally interpreted quite strictly to require prior recognition of Chinese judgments by the legal system in question.\textsuperscript{9}

In the United States, the rules on foreign judgments are not established at the national level by federal law but rather by the laws of the fifty states.\textsuperscript{10} Thirty-six of those states have adopted one of two uniform acts on foreign judgments, while in fourteen states, common law governs the enforcement of foreign judgments.\textsuperscript{11} From a Chinese perspective, the US approach to foreign judgments raises a number of important questions. In applying China’s reciprocity requirement, should Chinese courts treat the United States as a whole, treat the thirty-six states that have adopted one of the uniform acts as a whole, or treat each US state individually? Should Chinese courts consider federal and state court decisions as equivalent for establishing reciprocity? It is also worth noting that, in contrast to China’s approach, a large majority of US states have no reciprocity requirement for the enforcement of foreign judgments, which means that courts in these states will enforce Chinese judgments even if China would not enforce similar US judgments.\textsuperscript{12}

Recent developments warrant a fresh look at the relationship between China and the United States with respect to the recognition and enforcement of judgments.\textsuperscript{13} In the United States, there is now more than a decade of case law recognizing and enforcing Chinese court judgments. In China, there are now decisions finding that the United States meets the CPL’s strict reciprocity requirement, while the SPC has moved to relax this reciprocity requirement in at least some contexts. Developments at the Hague Conference on Private International Law offer another possible path for strengthening the reciprocal enforcement of China–US judgments. Mutual ratification of the 2005 Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements (which both China and the United States have signed but not ratified) or the broader 2019 Hague Judgments Convention would revolutionize the

\textsuperscript{8} See infra notes 17–28 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{9} See infra notes 46–47 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{10} See infra note 98.

\textsuperscript{11} See infra notes 119–20, 162–63 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{12} See infra notes 158–61 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{13} The China Justice Observer has collected 57 cases on the recognition of judgments involving China and 20 other jurisdictions, including the United States. Guodong Du & Meng Yu, List of China’s Cases on Recognition of Foreign Judgments, CHINA JUSTICE OBSERVER (July 16, 2019), https://www.chinajusticeobserver.com/a/list-of-chinas-cases-on-recognition-of-foreign-judgments (last updated Apr. 15, 2020) [https://perma.cc/TJV2-YFSX] (archived Aug. 19, 2020). The list includes only six U.S. cases involving Chinese judgments, which is clearly an undercount. See infra Part III (discussing U.S. cases involving Chinese judgments).
Moreover, the enforcement of judgments between China and the United States, although neither seems likely in the short term.

This Article proceeds in four main parts. Part II looks at the recognition of US judgments in China, outlining the Chinese framework for the recognition of foreign judgments generally and discussing recent cases involving US judgments. Part III examines the recognition of Chinese judgments in the United States, explaining the rules established by the uniform acts adopted in thirty-six states and by the common law in the remaining fourteen states, as well as how those rules have been applied to Chinese judgments by state and federal courts. Part IV compares the approaches of China and the United States, highlighting their differences with respect to reciprocity while noting other similarities. Finally, Part V evaluates the possibilities for future cooperation. It notes that mutual ratification of the Hague Choice of Court Convention or the Hague Judgments Convention would be highly desirable but remains unlikely, primarily because of disagreements in the United States about how such conventions should be implemented in US domestic law. Part VI concludes that progress in the recognition and enforcement of China–US judgments is most likely to come from continued judicial practice under existing rules and from China’s shifting approach to reciprocity.

II. RECOGNITION OF US JUDGMENTS IN CHINA

For recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments in China, the point of departure is the CPL, which was passed by the National People’s Congress (NPC) in 1991. Article 281 of the CPL outlines the procedure, providing that foreign judgment creditors or foreign courts may apply for recognition and enforcement to the intermediate people’s court with jurisdiction. Article 282 of the CPL lays down substantive requirements for recognition—that the foreign judgment is legally effective, that recognition is supported by an international treaty or the principle of reciprocity, and that the judgment does not violate Chinese public policy. Roughly speaking, recognition and

---

14. CPL, supra note 7, art. 281 (“If a legally effective judgment or ruling made by a foreign court requires recognition and execution by a people’s court of the People’s Republic of China, the party concerned may directly apply for recognition and execution to the intermediate people’s court with jurisdiction of the People’s Republic of China. Alternatively, the foreign court may, pursuant to the provisions of an international treaty concluded between or acceded to by the foreign state and the People’s Republic of China, or in accordance with the principle of reciprocity, request the people’s court to recognize and execute the judgment or ruling.”).

15. Id. art. 282 (“Having received an application or a request for recognition and execution of a legally effective judgment or ruling of a foreign court, a people’s court shall review such judgment or ruling pursuant to international treaties concluded or acceded to by the People’s Republic of China or in accordance with the principle of reciprocity. If, upon such review, the people’s court considers that such judgment or ruling neither
enforcement of foreign judgments in China may follow an international treaty path or a domestic law path based on the principle of reciprocity. Because no international treaty on the recognition of judgments between China and the United States currently exists, the recognition of US judgments in China must rely on reciprocity under Chinese domestic laws.

A. Recognition through International Treaties

As of today, China has concluded thirty-nine bilateral treaties on judicial assistance in civil and commercial matters, thirty-five of which provide for the recognition of judgments. These bilateral treaties contain relatively detailed rules on the recognition of judgments, although their provisions have evolved since China concluded its first bilateral treaty with France in 1987. The latest bilateral treaty between China and Ethiopia, for example, closely follows the 2019 Hague Judgments Convention in both form and content and includes provisions on the scope of recognizable judgments, the parties that may apply for recognition and enforcement, the documents that must

contradict the basic principles of the law of the People’s Republic of China nor violates State sovereignty, security and the public interest, it shall rule to recognize its effectiveness. If execution is necessary, it shall issue an order of execution, which shall be implemented in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Law. If such judgment or ruling contradicts the basic principles of the law of the People’s Republic of China or violates State sovereignty, security or the public interest, the people’s court shall refuse to recognize and execute the judgment or ruling.”).
be submitted,  
indirect jurisdiction, the recognition procedure, grounds for refusing recognition, and the effects of recognition. Such bilateral treaties provide a more detailed and modern framework for recognition than the CPL discussed below. China’s bilateral treaties ensure reciprocity in the recognition and enforcement of judgments while avoiding the strict reciprocity requirement set forth in China’s domestic laws. In fact, the first successful recognition cases in China were brought under such treaties.

However, the role of such treaties should not be exaggerated. Only a limited number of countries have signed bilateral judicial assistance treaties with China. No such treaties exist between China and its biggest trading partners, including the United States, Japan, South Korea, Germany, the United Kingdom, and Australia. There appears to be little hope for such treaties between China and these countries, at least in the short term. Consequently, it is unrealistic to expect a bilateral treaty to provide for recognition and enforcement between China and the United States.

Multilateral conventions provide a potentially more promising path. In recent years, China has been actively participating in the Hague Conference on Private International Law (HCCH). China signed the 2005 Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements in
2017, and it is likely that China will ratify the 2005 Convention. China may also join the 2019 Hague Judgments Convention, on which it has modeled the judgments provisions of its most recent bilateral judicial assistance treaties as well as its recent Arrangement with Hong Kong. As discussed below in Part V, the difficulty in relying on multilateral conventions comes from the United States, which signed the 2005 Choice of Court Convention but has not ratified it because of disagreements about how the convention should be implemented in US domestic law, disagreements that may arise again in connection with the 2019 Judgments Convention.

B. Recognition under Domestic Law

In the absence of any international convention or bilateral treaty, recognition of foreign judgments in China must be based on Chinese domestic law under the principle of reciprocity. This domestic law path applies to the recognition of most foreign judgments in China, and practice shows that it is more uncertain than recognition under a treaty. But because China and the United States have no international treaty providing for the recognition of foreign judgments, this is the path that the recognition of US judgments must follow.

For reciprocity-based recognition of foreign judgments in China, the overarching rules come from the CPL. These rules are


31. See supra note 15 (discussing China's recognition practice). Recognition under domestic law requires a showing of de facto reciprocity, whereas recognition under a treaty does not. See infra notes 43–48 and accompanying text.

subject to interpretation by the SPC, either in case-specific interpretations (similar to a state court answering a certified question in the United States) or in general interpretations (similar to regulations issued by an administrative agency in the United States). As noted above, the CPL contains only two short provisions on the recognition of foreign judgments, provisions that have not been updated since 1991 because of strong bureaucratic inertia. In substance, the CPL lays down three requirements for recognition: the “legally effective” requirement, the international treaty or reciprocity requirement, and the public policy defense.

1. The “Legally Effective” Requirement

Legal systems generally require that foreign judgments be final before recognition is granted. The counterpart under the CPL is that foreign judgments must be “legally effective.” The Supreme People’s Court’s 2015 Interpretation on the Application of the CPL (2015 SPC Interpretation) affirms the requirement that foreign judgments must be legally effective for recognition purposes, but it also leaves unanswered what “legally effective” means. Two basic interpretations are possible. First, a foreign judgment could be considered “legally effective” for purposes of recognition in China if the judgment is legally effective under the law of the rendering state. Under this interpretation, a foreign judgment might meet the “legally effective” requirement even if it were still subject to appeal in the rendering state. Second, a foreign judgment could be considered “legally effective” for purposes of recognition in China if it meets the CPL’s requirements for a Chinese judgment to be legally effective.

33. For an example of a case-specific interpretation, see infra note 46 (discussing the 1995 interpretation of reciprocity requirement in the Gomi Akira case).
34. For an example of a general interpretation, see infra note 37 (discussing the 2015 Interpretation on the Application of the CPL). See also Aaron D. Simowitz, Convergence and the Circulation of Money Judgments, 92 S. CAL. L. REV. 1031, 1035 (2019) (noting that because of China’s “thin legislative background,” the SPC has “broad influence in shaping the interpretation of the relevant law”).
35. CPL, supra note 7, art. 282.
36. Id.
38. This is the approach to finality taken in the United States. See infra note 186 and accompanying text.
Article 155 of the CPL explicitly states that Chinese judgments are “legally effective” when they are made by the SPC, or when no appeal is permitted or the period for appeal has elapsed. In short, Chinese judgments are “legally effective” only when they can no longer be appealed.

Recent arrangements that China has concluded with Hong Kong and Singapore suggest different answers to the question of how to define “legally effective” for foreign judgments. Under the 2019 Arrangement on Reciprocal Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters by the Courts of the Mainland and the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, a “legally effective” Hong Kong judgment means a judgment given by any of the courts listed without regard to whether the judgment is subject to appeal. But a different rule applies between China and Singapore. Pursuant to a nonbinding memorandum between the SPC and the Singapore Supreme Court, the finality and conclusiveness of Singapore judgments “shall be determined in accordance with Chinese law,” and “a judgment subject to or under appeal is not final and conclusive.” Although the term “legally effective” is not used in the memorandum, the finality and conclusiveness of Singapore judgments are nevertheless determined according to China’s “legally effective” standard.

Although the CPL’s “legally effective” requirement remains ambiguous, it has not created practical difficulties for the recognition of US or other foreign judgments in China. The SPC has not clarified this requirement, and Chinese courts rarely emphasize it. To date, no US judgments have been denied recognition based on this requirement.

---

39. CPL, supra note 7, art. 155 (“Judgments and rulings made by the Supreme People’s Court, and judgments and rulings that may not be appealed against according to the law or that have not been appealed against within the prescribed time limit, shall be legally effective.”).


42. In practice, however, it is common for applicants to submit proof that foreign judgments are “legally effective” in the sense of Chinese law.
2. Reciprocity

Reciprocity features prominently in the requirements for recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments under Chinese domestic law. Over the years, reciprocity has been the most frequently cited basis for denying recognition of foreign judgments in China. Article 282 of the CPL refers to “the principle of reciprocity,” and the 2015 SPC Interpretation affirms that, in the absence of an international treaty or “reciprocal relationship,” the application for recognition shall be dismissed. But neither the CPL nor the 2015 SPC Interpretation defines the reciprocity requirement. Thus, what reciprocity means becomes a matter of judicial practice, and the SPC holds the key to interpreting the requirement.

Since 1995, the leading authority regarding China’s reciprocity requirement has been the SPC’s interpretation in the Gomi Akira case, where the SPC had to determine if there was a reciprocal relationship between China and Japan for the purpose of recognizing Japanese judgments in China. The SPC opined that there was no reciprocal relationship between China and Japan and, therefore, that Japanese judgments could not be recognized. Although the SPC did not clearly state why there was no reciprocal relationship between China and Japan, Japanese courts had not previously recognized a Chinese judgment, and the SPC’s decision was understood to have adopted a de facto reciprocity requirement. All Chinese courts followed the SPC interpretation thereafter. As a result, unless foreign courts took the initiative to recognize Chinese judgments, Chinese courts would not

43. Zhang, A Call for Special Attention, supra note 25, at 143.
44. CPL, supra note 7, art. 282.
45. 2015 SPC Interpretation, supra note 37, arts. 544, 549. There is an exception for foreign divorce judgments. See id. art. 544.
48. See Sun, supra note 27, at 1136 (“In judicial practice, Chinese courts generally apply the principle of de facto reciprocity, which means that a PRC court will only consider enforcing another state’s court judgment when there is a precedent of a Chinese court judgment having been recognized and enforced by that other state.”).
recognize foreign judgments on a reciprocal basis. China and Japan have continued to be stuck in a bitter reciprocity feud, with neither side willing to break the vicious circle by taking the first step to recognize the other's judgments.49 Other countries, by contrast, have taken the initiative to recognize Chinese judgments, including Australia, Canada, Germany, Israel, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore, South Korea, the United Kingdom, and the United States.50 Chinese courts have, in turn, begun to recognize the judgments of these countries, and a “follow-suit” model of reciprocity-based recognition has started to work in a fruitful way.51

In 2009, a US federal court recognized a Chinese judgment for the first time in *Hubei Gezhouba Sanlian Industrial Co. v. Robinson Helicopter Co.*52 In 2017, a Chinese court reciprocated for the first time when the Wuhan Intermediate People’s Court recognized a money judgment from a California state court in *Liu v. Tao*.53 The Wuhan court held that a “reciprocal relationship of mutual recognition and enforcement” existed between the United States and China based on the prior recognition of a Chinese judgment by a US federal court in California in *Robinson Helicopter*.54

Following the landmark decision in *Liu*, in 2018 the Shanghai No. 1 Intermediate People’s Court recognized a US federal court judgment from Illinois in *Nalco Co. v. Chen*.55 on the basis of reciprocity. The Shanghai court stated in its decision that US courts had recognized Chinese judgments many times and thus found a reciprocal relationship for recognition purposes.56 Although a federal court in


50. *See Du & Yu, supra note 13 (listing cases).


53. *Liu v. Tao, supra note 5; see also Brand, supra note 3, at 30 (noting that Liu v. Tao was the first Chinese case to recognize a U.S. judgment).*


55. *Nalco Co. v. Chen, supra note 6.

56. *Id.* (“Considering that American courts have recognized and enforced the civil and commercial judgments made by Chinese courts for many times, Chinese courts can
Illinois had previously recognized and enforced a Chinese judgment, the Shanghai court did not rely on that decision as proof of reciprocity. The Shanghai court also did not rely on Illinois’s adoption of the 2005 Uniform Foreign-Country Money Judgments Recognition Act, which Nalco’s counsel argued was proof of reciprocity. Instead, the Shanghai Court adopted a broader approach that looked at the practice of American courts in general, without distinguishing either between different US states or between federal and state courts.

Chinese courts’ recent treatment of US decisions raises several questions about the application of China’s reciprocity requirement. Should a decision from California be taken to establish reciprocity between China and the United States as a whole, or just between China and California? Should the decisions of US federal courts recognizing Chinese judgments be taken to establish reciprocity with respect to US state courts and vice versa? This Article will consider these questions further below.

3. Public Policy

Public policy is a defense for denying recognition of foreign judgments found in many legal systems, although successful motions based on public policy are rare. Under Chinese domestic law, the public policy defense requires that the foreign judgment “neither contradicts the basic principles of the law of the People’s Republic of China nor violates State sovereignty, security and the public interest.” This defense is loosely phrased and has not been interpreted by the SPC. Parties often raise it as a ground for nonrecognition of foreign judgments in China, but practice shows that these attempts are normally unsuccessful. Chinese courts do not review the merits of foreign judgments and apply public policy in a very strict manner.

In Liu, the Wuhan court considered the CPL’s public policy defense, holding that recognition of a US money judgment arising out
of a share transfer contract did not run afoul of Chinese public policy. In *Nalco*, recognition of a US judgment in a contractual dispute was held not to violate Chinese public policy either. With the probable exception of US judgments for punitive or exemplary damages, the public policy defense seems unlikely to prevent the recognition of US commercial judgments in China.

4. Other Possible Requirements

The CPL recognition rules do not contain explicit requirements that the rendering court have had jurisdiction or that the judgment debtor have been served with process. In practice, however, Chinese courts have imposed a requirement of service for the recognition of foreign judgments. China is party to the 1965 Hague Service Convention and has made a reservation permitted under the Convention objecting to service of process by mail upon persons in China. Chinese courts have repeatedly denied recognition of foreign judgments when methods of service were used in the foreign proceedings that are inconsistent with the reservation made by China under the Convention.

---

63. *Liu v. Tao*, *supra* note 5 (concluding that “recognition and enforcement of this civil judgment does not contradict the primary principles of the law of the People’s Republic of China nor violate State sovereignty, security and social and public interest of the country”).

64. *Nalco Co. v. Chen*, *supra* note 6 (“Although the respondent Chen Dawei claimed that the judgment involved in the case should not be recognized and enforced, he did not provide sufficient proof that the recognition and enforcement of the judgment involved would violate the basic principles of Chinese laws or jeopardize China’s national sovereignty, security and social and public interests.”).

65. There are early cases in which recognition of foreign divorce judgments in China was denied based on public policy considerations. See ZHENJIHE HU, CHINESE PERSPECTIVES ON INTERNATIONAL JURISDICTION AND THE ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS IN CONTRACTUAL MATTERS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF CHINESE, SWISS AND US LAW, OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTIONS AND OF OTHER INTERNATIONAL TREATIES 310 (1999). Public policy may also apply in the service of judicial documents, the taking of evidence, and the refusal of recognition of arbitral awards in China, but such cases are rare. See Xiao Yongping & Huo Zhengxin, Ordre Public in China’s Private International Law, 53 AM. J. COMP. L. 653, 664–69 (2005).

66. See *Huang*, *supra* note 49, at 138 (“[C]urrent Chinese law does not explicitly indicate whether and how Chinese JRE courts should examine the jurisdiction of judgment-rendering courts in cases in which JRE reciprocity has been established.”).


The 2015 SPC Interpretation has also gone beyond the text of the CPL by adding a new requirement of proof of service in the case of default judgments. In Liu, a case involving the recognition and enforcement of a default judgment, the Wuhan court held that the defendants had been properly summoned when the California state court authorized service by publication in an American newspaper.

In Nalco, the US judgment was not a default judgment, but the defendant complained that US summary judgment procedures were not consistent with Chinese law and prevented the US court from fully considering the relevant facts. The Shanghai court rejected the argument, holding that “review of the US court proceedings should be conducted based on the law of the forum state, that is, the law of the United States, rather than the law of China.” The Shanghai court noted that summary judgment conforms to US law, and that Chen participated in the US proceeding and did not object to the use of summary judgment procedures.

In addition to the above requirements, there are other defenses to recognition that are not found in the text of the CPL but may be cited in practice. These include lack of parties’ legal capacity, the existence of parallel proceedings, and prior recognition of a conflicting foreign judgment. So far, these defenses have been seldom used, but they have found their way into some of the new arrangements concluded by the SPC that are discussed below.

C. New Developments in Judgments Recognition

As discussed above, the basic framework established by the CPL and other supplemental laws for the recognition of foreign judgments in China has remained largely unchanged for the past three decades. But the need to improve the international circulation of judgments has prompted the SPC to take action in the area of judgments recognition.

---

70. 2015 SPC Interpretation, supra note 37, art. 543 (“Where the judgment or ruling made by the foreign court is a default judgment or ruling, the applicant shall also provide the proof documents that the foreign court has made legal summon, except that the judgment or ruling bears explicit explanation.”).

71. See Liu v. Tao, supra note 5.


73. Id.

74. Id.

75. GUANGJIAN TU, PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW IN CHINA 173 (2016).

76. As noted above, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress has adopted additional recognition laws on maritime and bankruptcy matters. See supra note 32 and accompanying text. These laws duplicate the CPL’s recognition rules, except for one defense applicable to the recognition of foreign bankruptcy judgments, that recognition of foreign bankruptcy judgments shall be denied if recognition would jeopardize the lawful rights and interests of the creditors in China. See ZHANG, RULES, PRACTICE AND STRATEGIES, supra note 17, at 198. But it does not appear that this defense has been abused.
For several years, the SPC worked on a proposed regulation on the recognition of foreign judgments in China, but the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress ultimately rejected this proposal on the ground that it would usurp the NPC’s legislative power. Despite the failure of this reform effort, the SPC has found other ways to improve Sino–foreign recognition practice.

Under China’s Belt and Road Initiative, the SPC takes measures to provide a sound legal environment, which include efforts to promote the recognition of foreign judgments. In 2015, the SPC issued an interpretation entitled “Several Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on the Provision of Judicial Services and Safeguards by People’s Courts for the Belt and Road Initiative.” This interpretation provides that people’s courts “shall promote the mutual recognition and enforcement of judgments rendered by countries along the ‘Belt and Road.’” With respect to reciprocity, the document further provides that “[i]f a country along the ‘Belt and Road’ has not signed an agreement on judicial assistance with China, Chinese courts may take the initiative to provide judicial assistance to the litigant from that country in advance, actively promoting a mutually reciprocal relationship and enlarging the scope of judicial assistance.” As acknowledged in a report of the SPC, this was the first time Chinese courts were authorized to take the initiative in establishing reciprocity with other countries.

This softer approach to reciprocity was also reflected in the 2017 Nanning Declaration issued at the 2nd China–ASEAN Justice Forum hosted by the SPC. Article 7 of the Declaration recognizes that “cross-border transactions and investments require a judicial safeguard based on appropriate mutual recognition and enforcement of judicial judgments among countries in the region.” With respect to reciprocity, the Declaration states:

---

77. Regulation of the SPC on Several Issues Relating to Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments (Sixth Draft) [hereinafter SPC Regulation on Judgments Recognition] (on file with the authors).
78. Zuigao Renmin Fayuan Guanyu Renmin Fayuan Wei “Yidai Yilu” Jianshe Tigong Sifa Fuwu he Baozhang de Ruogan Yijian (最高人民法院关于人民法院为“一带一路”建设提供司法服务和保障的若干意见) [Several Opinions of the SPC on the Provision of Judicial Services and Safeguards to the Establishment of One Belt and One Road], Fa Fa No. 9 (2015).
79. Id. ¶ 6.
80. Id.
In countries that have not yet concluded international treaties of recognizing and enforcing foreign civil and commercial judgments, if there is no precedent for refusing to recognize and enforce civil commercial judgments on the grounds of reciprocity in the judicial process of recognizing and enforcing the country’s civil and commercial judgments, within the scope permitted by the law in China, it can be presumed that there is a reciprocal relationship between each other.83

The presumptive approach to reciprocity also appeared in the draft SPC Regulation on Judgments Recognition, which stated that reciprocity may be presumed to exist based on a common understanding between China and foreign countries.84 Although the draft regulation was rejected by the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, the SPC has subsequently reiterated the presumptive approach in a provision of its 2019 Opinions aimed at promoting China’s International Commercial Courts.85

The SPC has also sought to update China’s rules on the recognition of foreign judgments by signing recognition memorandums with its counterparts in other jurisdictions. In 2018, the SPC and the Singapore Supreme Court signed a Judgments Recognition Memorandum,86 which sets forth how Chinese judgments may be recognized in Singapore and vice versa. Prior cases had already established de facto reciprocity between China and Singapore, but the memorandum introduces detailed recognition rules, including a definition of the finality requirement,87 a requirement that the rendering court have jurisdiction,88 and refusal grounds not found in the CPL but commonly found in other countries’ laws.89 In fact, these rules are quite like those set forth in China’s recent bilateral treaties. Although the memorandum is expressly stated to have “no binding legal effect,”90 it clearly reflects the current attitude of the SPC, and it is notable that the Wenzhou Intermediate People’s Court recognized another Singapore commercial judgment on August 2, 2019.91

83. Id.
84. SPC Regulation on Judgments Recognition, supra note 77, art. 17(3).
85. Guanyu Renmin Fayuan Jinanbu Wei “Yidai Yilu” Jianshe Tigong Sifa Wufu he Baozhang de Yijian (关于人民法院进一步为“一带一路”建设提供司法服务和保障的意见) [Opinions of the SPC on Further Providing Judicial Services and Guarantees by the People’s Courts for the Belt and Road Initiative], Fa Fa No. 29 (2019).
86. See 2018 Memorandum with Singapore, supra note 41.
87. Id. art. 7.
88. Id. art. 9.
89. Id. art. 10 (listing fraud, lack of notice, personal interest of the judicial body in the case, lack of proper representation of persons without capacity, and the existence of parallel proceedings or a conflicting judgment, in addition to the public policy defense).
90. Id. art. 2.
Most recently, in 2019, the SPC concluded a binding arrangement on reciprocal recognition with the courts of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. As discussed above, its definition of finality differs from the definition in the Singapore memorandum. But the arrangement with Hong Kong similarly provides rules for the jurisdiction of the rendering court, as well as additional grounds for nonrecognition.

Of course, none of the developments discussed in this section apply directly to US judgments. But the softer approach to reciprocity taken towards “Belt and Road” countries and ASEAN members is not strictly necessary with respect to the United States because Chinese courts have already determined that de facto reciprocity exists. Although some of the grounds for nonrecognition found in the arrangements with Singapore and Hong Kong are not found in the CPL, Chinese courts have already applied the requirement of proper service to US judgments, and it seems likely that they may do the same with other newly accepted defenses like fraud and conflict with another final judgment. Part V of this Article will give further consideration to the future prospects for China–US judgments recognition. But first it is necessary to examine the recognition of Chinese judgments in the United States.

III. RECOGNITION OF CHINESE JUDGMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES

In the United States, the recognition and enforcement of foreign country judgments is governed by state law rather than federal law. In theory, this means that a party with a Chinese judgment must separately examine the laws of each state in which the judgment debtor has assets. But in practice, the rules governing the recognition

---

92. 2019 Arrangement with Hong Kong, supra note 40.
93. Id. art. 42; see supra notes 40–41 and accompanying text.
94. See 2019 Arrangement with Hong Kong, supra note 40, art. 11.
95. See id. art. 12 (listing lack of jurisdiction, improper service, fraud, parallel proceedings, a conflicting judgment, and a conflicting arbitral award, in addition to public policy).
96. See supra notes 53–59 and accompanying text.
97. See supra notes 66–71 and accompanying text.
of foreign judgments in the United States are largely uniform. In part, this is because of the influence of the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Hilton v. Guyot, which established a presumption in favor of recognition while also articulating a number of grounds for nonrecognition that are widely adopted in the United States. It is also because most states have adopted one of the two uniform acts that built on Hilton, either the 1962 Uniform Foreign Money-Judgments Recognition Act (1962 Uniform Act) or the updated 2005 Uniform Foreign-Country Money Judgments Recognition Act (2005 Uniform Act). These uniform acts establish a presumption in favor of recognizing foreign country judgments, subject to limited exceptions discussed below.

Significantly, neither of the uniform acts imposes a reciprocity requirement for the recognition of foreign judgments. This means that most courts in the United States will enforce Chinese judgments even if Chinese courts would not enforce similar US judgments. In fact, a number of decisions in the United States have granted recognition and enforcement of Chinese judgments. Although some decisions have also denied recognition and enforcement, those decisions have resulted from the failure of the party seeking recognition to meet one of the requirements for recognition. No court in the United States has held categorically that Chinese judgments should not be recognized and enforced. To the contrary, courts in the United States have consistently rejected the argument that Chinese courts do not provide impartial tribunals and due process.

99. The rules have recently been summarized in the Restatement (Fourth) of Foreign Relations Law. See Restatement (Fourth) of Foreign Relations Law of the United States §§ 481–490.
100. 159 U.S. 113 (1895).
101. See id. at 202–03 (articulating presumption in favor of recognition and exceptions); see also infra notes 165–166 and accompanying text (discussing Hilton). Ironically, the exception upon which recognition was denied in Hilton—“want of reciprocity”—is not widely adopted in the United States today. See Hilton, 159 U.S. at 228; see also infra notes 158–61 and accompanying text.
104. See infra notes 119–61 and accompanying text.
105. However, six states have added reciprocity requirements to the uniform acts. See infra note 158 and accompanying text.
106. See infra notes 126, 136, 150 and accompanying text.
107. See infra notes 129–31, 155–57 and accompanying text.
A. Deciding Where to Enforce

A party that wants to enforce a Chinese judgment in the United States will first have to decide where to bring suit. A party might also use a Chinese judgment defensively in a lawsuit that is already pending in a court in the United States, arguing that the Chinese court has already decided the question. The general rule in the United States is that “[a] foreign judgment will not be given greater preclusive effect in the United States than the judgment would be accorded in the state of origin.” See Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 487 (Am. Law Inst. 2018). In one case, a U.S. court denied preclusive effect to a Chinese judgment because the defendant had not established that Chinese principles of preclusion would bar the claim. See Glob. Material Techs., Inc. v. Dazheng Metal Fibre Co., No. 12 CV 1851, 2015 WL 1977527, at *10 (N.D. Ill. May 1, 2015) (“Because defendants have not established that Chinese principles of res judicata bar GMT from moving forward with its trade-secrets claim, this claim may proceed.”). In another case, a U.S. court denied preclusive effect to a Chinese judgment because expert testimony established that Chinese law does not allow a person who was not party to a judgment to take advantage of its preclusive effect. See Folex Golf Indus., Inc. v. O-Ta Precision Indus. Co., 603 F. App’x 576, 578–79 (9th Cir. 2015) (noting that “Chinese law does not recognize the principle of third-party collateral estoppel”).

At least one court in the United States has applied this principle in a decision enforcing a Chinese judgment. A party that holds a Chinese judgment will also have to decide whether to file suit in state court or in federal court. In the United States, state courts are courts of general subject matter jurisdiction and may hear all categories of actions, whereas federal courts are courts of limited subject matter jurisdiction and may hear only certain categories of actions. Because an action to enforce a foreign judgment is governed by state law, federal courts will typically lack “federal question” jurisdiction over such an action. Therefore, the

108. A party might also use a Chinese judgment defensively in a lawsuit that is already pending in a court in the United States, arguing that the Chinese court has already decided the question. The general rule in the United States is that “[a] foreign judgment will not be given greater preclusive effect in the United States than the judgment would be accorded in the state of origin.” See Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 487 (Am. Law Inst. 2018). In one case, a U.S. court denied preclusive effect to a Chinese judgment because the defendant had not established that Chinese principles of preclusion would bar the claim. See Glob. Material Techs., Inc. v. Dazheng Metal Fibre Co., No. 12 CV 1851, 2015 WL 1977527, at *10 (N.D. Ill. May 1, 2015) (“Because defendants have not established that Chinese principles of res judicata bar GMT from moving forward with its trade-secrets claim, this claim may proceed.”). In another case, a U.S. court denied preclusive effect to a Chinese judgment because expert testimony established that Chinese law does not allow a person who was not party to a judgment to take advantage of its preclusive effect. See Folex Golf Indus., Inc. v. O-Ta Precision Indus. Co., 603 F. App’x 576, 578–79 (9th Cir. 2015) (noting that “Chinese law does not recognize the principle of third-party collateral estoppel”).

109. See Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 210 n.36 (1977) (“Once it has been determined by a court of competent jurisdiction that the defendant is a debtor of the plaintiff, there would seem to be no unfairness in allowing an action to realize on that debt in a State where the defendant has property, whether or not that State would have jurisdiction to determine the existence of the debt as an original matter.”); see also Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 486 cmt. c (“In the case of a proceeding to enforce a foreign judgment, the presence of assets belonging to the person against whom enforcement is sought will satisfy due process.”). This is an exception to the general rule that personal jurisdiction requires the defendant to have minimum contacts with the forum. See Int’l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945).


112. 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (2012) (“The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions arising under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States.”).
main way into federal court for a party seeking to enforce a Chinese judgment will be diversity or alienage jurisdiction. The federal diversity statute requires “complete diversity,” making it inapplicable when aliens appear on both sides of a dispute. The federal diversity statute also does not apply when an alien brings suit against a US citizen who does not reside in the United States. In such cases, the party seeking to enforce a Chinese judgment must bring its action in state court.

Although federal courts apply different rules of procedure than state courts do, they apply the same substantive law on the enforcement of foreign judgments. The U.S. Supreme Court held in *Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins* that “[e]xcept in matters governed by the Federal Constitution or by acts of Congress, the law to be applied in any case is the law of the state.” Under the *Erie* doctrine, when federal courts apply state law, “the outcome of the litigation in the federal court should be substantially the same, so far as legal rules determine the outcome of a litigation, as it would be if tried in a State court.” Only the decisions of state supreme courts are technically binding on federal courts exercising diversity jurisdiction, but lower state court decisions are given weight in predicting how the state supreme court would rule. Thus, state court decisions regarding the recognition of foreign judgments are good indications of what federal courts would do, and federal court decisions regarding the recognition of foreign judgments are good indications of what state courts would do.

B. The Uniform Acts

Most states in the United States have adopted one of two uniform acts to govern the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments. The 1962 Uniform Act is currently in force in eleven states. The 2005

113. 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(2) (2012) (“The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions where the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $75,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and is between . . . citizens of a State and citizens or subjects of a foreign state . . .”).
116. 304 U.S. 64, 78 (1938).

The uniform acts apply only to foreign money judgments—that is, to judgments that grant or deny recovery of a sum of money.\footnote{2005 \textsc{Uniform Act, supra} note 103, § 3(a)(1); 1962 \textsc{Uniform Act, supra} note 102, § 1(2); \textit{see also} \textit{Beijing Zhongyi Zhongbiao Elec. Info. Tech. Co. v. Microsoft Corp.}, No. C13–1300–MJP, 2013 WL 6979555, at *4 (W.D. Wash. 2013) (denying recognition of Chinese judgment granting injunction).} The uniform acts do not apply, however, to judgments for taxes, to fines or penalties, or to judgments involving domestic relations.\footnote{2005 \textsc{Uniform Act, supra} note 103, § 3(b); 1962 \textsc{Uniform Act, supra} note 102, § 1(2). Judgments that fall outside the scope of the uniform acts may still be enforced as a matter of comity. \textit{See In re Stephanie M.}, 867 P.2d 706, 716 (Cal. 1994) (noting that Mexican guardianship decree might be recognized as a matter of comity).} To be entitled to recognition, a foreign judgment must be final, conclusive, and enforceable under the law of the country that rendered the judgment.\footnote{2005 \textsc{Uniform Act, supra} note 103, § 3(a)(2); 1962 \textsc{Uniform Act, supra} note 102, § 2.} US courts have found that Chinese judgments meet this requirement when they are no longer subject to appeal in China.\footnote{2005 \textsc{Uniform Act, supra} note 103, § 3(a)(2); 1962 \textsc{Uniform Act, supra} note 102, § 2. \textit{See Anyang Xinyi Elec. Glass Co. v. B & F Int'l (USA), Inc.}, No. CV 15–00862-BRO (AJWx), 2015 WL 12859716, at *4 (C.D. Cal. 2015) (“In China, a judgment is finalized once the time to appeal expires and no appeal has been filed.”); \textit{Glob. Material Techs., Inc. v. Dazheng Metal Fibre Co.}, No. 12 CV 1851, 2015 WL 1977527, at *7 (N.D. Ill. 2015) (“GMT agrees that the judgment of the Chinese intermediate court is final and enforceable in China, as it cannot be appealed there.”); \textit{Beijing Zhongyi Zhongbiao}, 2013 WL 6979555, at *4 (denying recognition because Chinese judgment was on appeal); \textit{Hubei Gezhouba Sanlian Indus. Co. v. Robinson Helicopter Co.}, No. 2:06-cv-01798-FMC-SSx, 2009 WL 2190187, at *5 (C.D. Cal. 2009) (“The PRC Judgment became final, conclusive, and enforceable under PRC law based on the nature of the PRC Judgment and the exhaustion of the time period for appeal.”). A foreign judgment may be considered final, conclusive, and enforceable even if it is subject to appeal. \textit{See Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 481 reporters' note 4 (Am. Law Inst. 2018).}} The party seeking to enforce a foreign judgment has the burden of establishing that the foreign judgment exists and falls within the scope of recognition established by the Uniform Act.
of the relevant uniform act.\textsuperscript{125} This is generally easy to do, although in one case a US court denied enforcement of a Chinese judgment because the party seeking enforcement failed to produce an authenticated copy of the judgment.\textsuperscript{126}

The uniform acts provide that foreign judgments falling within their scope are entitled to recognition unless one of the grounds for nonrecognition applies.\textsuperscript{127} Once the party seeking enforcement has shown that a foreign judgment exists and meets the requirements of the act, the burden shifts to the party resisting enforcement to establish a ground for nonrecognition.\textsuperscript{128} The grounds for nonrecognition in the two uniform acts are largely the same, although the 2005 Uniform Act adds two additional grounds (discussed below) relating to the integrity and the fairness of the specific proceeding that produced the foreign judgment.

1. Mandatory Grounds for Nonrecognition

Both of the uniform acts provide that recognition of a foreign judgment must be denied if the foreign judicial system “does not provide impartial tribunals or procedures compatible with the requirements of due process of law.”\textsuperscript{129} This ground for nonrecognition is very difficult to establish. One court has observed that “a judgment debtor must meet the high burden of showing that the foreign judicial system as a whole is so lacking in impartial tribunals or procedures compatible with due process so as to justify routine nonrecognition of the foreign judgments.”\textsuperscript{130} Parties resisting the recognition of Chinese judgments have sometimes argued that China does not provide

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{125} See Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 485(1).
\item \textsuperscript{126} Ningbo FTZ Sanbang Indus. Co. v. Frost Nat’l Bank, 338 F. App’x 415, 417 (5th Cir. 2009) (“FTZ admits that it failed to meet the statutory requirements of the Texas Recognition Act because it did not and has not provided an authenticated copy of the Chinese default judgment.”).
\item \textsuperscript{127} 2005 Uniform Act, supra note 103, § 4(a) (“Except as otherwise provided in subsections (b) and (c), a court of this state shall recognize a foreign-country judgment to which this [act] applies.”); 1962 Uniform Act, supra note 102, § 3 (“Except as provided in section 4, a foreign judgment meeting the requirements of section 2 is conclusive between the parties . . . [and] is enforceable in the same manner as the judgment of a sister state which is entitled to full faith and credit.”).
\item \textsuperscript{128} See Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 485(3). A few states require the party seeking enforcement to prove that none of the mandatory grounds for non-recognition (lack of impartial tribunals and lack of jurisdiction) applies. See id. § 485 reporters’ note 2 (discussing cases).
\item \textsuperscript{129} 2005 Uniform Act, supra note 103, § 4(b)(1); 1962 Uniform Act, supra note 102, § 4(a)(1).
\item \textsuperscript{130} DeJoria v. Maghreb Petrol. Expl., S.A., 804 F.3d 373, 382 (5th Cir. 2015); see also Soc’y of Lloyd’s v. Ashenden, 233 F.3d 473, 476 (7th Cir. 2000) (holding that this ground for recognition requires that foreign procedures be “fundamentally fair” and not that they be the same as U.S. procedures).
\end{itemize}
impartial tribunals or fair procedures, but courts in the United States have consistently rejected such arguments.\footnote{131}

The uniform acts also require that recognition of a foreign judgment must be denied if the foreign court lacked personal jurisdiction or subject matter jurisdiction.\footnote{132} Courts in the United States generally will not second-guess a foreign court’s determination that it had personal jurisdiction and subject matter jurisdiction under its own law.\footnote{133} But courts in the United States will look to see whether the foreign court had personal jurisdiction according to US standards.\footnote{134} The uniform acts themselves set forth bases of personal jurisdiction that will be considered to meet US standards, providing that a foreign judgment may not be denied recognition on the basis that the foreign court lacked personal jurisdiction if any of these bases for jurisdiction existed.\footnote{135} Chinese judgments have sometimes been denied recognition on the ground that the Chinese court lacked personal jurisdiction under US standards.\footnote{136} But generally, courts in the United States have found no problem with the jurisdiction of Chinese courts.\footnote{137}
2. Discretionary Grounds for Nonrecognition

In addition to these “mandatory” grounds for nonrecognition, which require the court to deny recognition, each of the uniform acts contains other grounds that are often referred to as “discretionary.” In practice, if a court finds that one of these grounds has been established, it will refuse to recognize the foreign judgment unless the court finds that the issue should have been raised and corrected in the foreign proceeding.138

Both uniform acts provide that a court need not recognize a foreign judgment if the defendant did not receive notice of the foreign proceeding in sufficient time to enable it to defend.139 Although notice is generally given through service of process, this ground for nonrecognition is concerned with whether the defendant received actual notice rather than with whether the rules governing service of process were followed.140 As the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals noted in affirming a district court’s decision to recognize a Chinese judgment, the district court’s finding that the defendant “received sufficient actual notice of the PRC action” was sufficient, regardless of “any technical non-compliance” with the Hague Service Convention.141

Both uniform acts provide that a court need not recognize a foreign judgment if the judgment was obtained by fraud.142 On the other hand, if the fraud could have been detected and raised in the foreign proceeding or on appeal in the foreign legal system, a US court may exercise its discretion to enforce the foreign judgment despite the allegation of fraud.143 Both uniform acts also contain a public policy exception, providing that the foreign judgment need not be enforced if the judgment or the cause of action on which it is based is repugnant to the public policy of the state or of the United States.144 However, “[t]he test for public policy is . . . a stringent one. A difference in law, even a substantial one, is not sufficient.”145 As the Ninth Circuit has

138. Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 484 cmt. b (Am. Law Inst. 2018); see also id. § 484 reporters’ note 1 (discussing cases).
139. 2005 Uniform Act, supra note 103, § 4(c)(1); 1962 Uniform Act, supra note 102, § 4(b)(1).
140. Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 484 cmt. c.
142. 2005 Uniform Act, supra note 103, § 4(c)(2); 1962 Uniform Act, supra note 102, § 4(b)(2).
143. Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 484 cmt. d.
144. 2005 Uniform Act, supra note 103, § 4(c)(3); 1962 Uniform Act, supra note 102, § 4(b)(3).
145. Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 484 cmt. e.
noted, “few judgments fall in the category of judgments that need not be recognized because they violate the public policy of the forum.”\(^{146}\) The uniform acts also provide that a foreign judgment need not be recognized if it conflicts with another final and conclusive judgment.\(^{147}\) When considering conflicts between two US judgments, courts in the United States give effect to the judgment that came later in time.\(^{148}\) The Restatement (Fourth) has adopted the same rule to resolve conflicts involving foreign judgments.\(^{149}\) In one decision, a US court denied recognition of Chinese and Japanese judgments on the ground that they conflicted with both earlier and later judgments from Thailand.\(^{150}\)

Both uniform acts provide that a court need not recognize a foreign judgment if the proceeding in foreign court was contrary to an arbitration clause or choice of court clause.\(^{151}\) This ground for nonrecognition is likely to be denied, however, if the party resisting enforcement did not raise the forum selection clause as a defense in the foreign proceeding.\(^{152}\) And both uniform acts provide that a court need not recognize a foreign judgment if jurisdiction is based only on service of process and the foreign court was a seriously inconvenient forum.\(^{153}\) This ground is unlikely to apply to the recognition of Chinese judgments in the United States because China, unlike the United States, does not base personal jurisdiction solely on service of process.\(^{154}\)

The 2005 Uniform Act added two grounds for nonrecognition that are not found in the 1962 Uniform Act: that there are substantial doubts about the integrity of the rendering court\(^{155}\) and that the

\(^{146}\) Naoko Ohno v. Yuko Yasuma, 723 F.3d 984, 1003 (9th Cir. 2013).

\(^{147}\) 2005 Uniform Act, supra note 103, § 4(c)(4); 1962 Uniform Act, supra note 102, § 4(b)(4).


\(^{149}\) Restatement (Fourth) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States § 484 cmt. f.


\(^{151}\) 2005 Uniform Act, supra note 103, § 4(c)(5); 1962 Uniform Act, supra note 102, § 4(b)(5).

\(^{152}\) See, e.g., Iraq Middle Mkt. Dev. Found. v. Harmoosh, 947 F.3d 234, 239 (4th Cir. 2020) (rejecting conflict with an arbitration clause as a ground for non-recognition because the challenging party did not raise it in the foreign proceeding); Dart v. Ballam, 953 S.W.2d 478, 482 (Tex. App. 1997) (rejecting conflict with a forum selection clause as a ground for non-recognition because the challenging party did not raise it in the foreign proceeding).

\(^{153}\) 2005 Uniform Act, supra note 103, § 4(c)(6); 1962 Uniform Act, supra note 102, § 4(b)(6).

\(^{154}\) The CPL distinguishes between general and specific jurisdiction, but there is no provision providing for jurisdiction based on service of process. See CPL, supra note 7, arts. 21–34, 265–66. In Chinese law, service of process informs the parties of the suit but has no jurisdictional implications. See generally id. arts. 84–92, 265–66.

\(^{155}\) 2005 Uniform Act, supra note 103, § 4(c)(7).
specific proceeding in foreign court was not compatible with due process. In contrast to the ground, discussed above, that the foreign judicial system does not provide impartial tribunals or procedures compatible with due process, these two grounds allow a US court to focus on defects in the specific foreign proceeding. But US courts have been reluctant to apply these grounds for nonrecognition to Chinese judgments. In one recent case involving a Chinese judgment, the court observed: “This kind of ‘retail’ inspection is generally disfavored, as it frustrates the very purpose of the Recognition Act: to provide ‘a streamlined, expeditious method for collecting money judgments rendered by courts in other jurisdictions.’”

3. Reciprocity

Significantly, the uniform acts do not contain any reciprocity requirement, which means that most courts in the United States will recognize a judgment from another country even though that country would not recognize a comparable judgment from the United States. In adopting the uniform acts, six states have added either a mandatory or a discretionary reciprocity requirement: Arizona, Florida, Maine, Massachusetts, Ohio, and Texas. But all of the states that have case law applying the reciprocity requirement seem to apply it in a forgiving way. They do not look to see if the foreign country has previously

156. Id. § 4(c)(8).
158. See ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12-3252(B)(2) (2015) (providing that the 2005 Uniform Act does not apply to a judgment that “[o]riginates from a foreign country that has not adopted or enacted a reciprocal law related to foreign-country money judgments that is similar to this chapter”); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 55.605(2)(g) (West 2018) (“An out-of-country foreign judgment need not be recognized if . . . [t]he foreign jurisdiction where judgment was rendered would not give recognition to a similar judgment rendered in this state.”); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 14, § 8505(2)(G) (2020) (“A foreign judgment need not be recognized if . . . [t]he foreign court rendering the judgment would not recognize a comparable judgment of this State.”); MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 235, § 23A (West 2020) (“A foreign judgment shall not be recognized if . . . judgments of this state are not recognized in the courts of the foreign state.”); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 2329.92(b) (West 2020) (“A foreign country judgment rendered in a foreign country that does not have a procedure for recognizing judgments made by courts of other countries and their political subdivisions in its statutes, rules, or common law that is substantially similar to [Ohio’s statute] may be recognized and enforced . . . in the discretion of the court.”); TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 36A.004(c)(9) (West 2017) (“A court of this state is not required to recognize a foreign-country judgment if . . . it is established that the foreign country in which the judgment was rendered does not recognize judgments rendered in this state that, but for the fact that they are rendered in this state, would constitute foreign-country judgments to which this chapter would apply . . .”). A bill currently pending in the Massachusetts legislature would adopt the 2005 Uniform Act, repealing the 1962 Uniform Act and, along with it, the state’s reciprocity requirement. See H.B. 62, 191st Gen. Ct., 2019-2020 Sess. (Mass. 2019).
enforced a judgment from their particular state. Instead, they either look at how the foreign country has treated judgments from the United States in general,\(^\text{159}\) or they ask whether the country would be likely to recognize and enforce a similar judgment from their state.\(^\text{160}\) The fact that China has already recognized US judgments from states like California and Illinois\(^\text{161}\) should satisfy the reciprocity requirements of the few US states that have such requirements. And of course, in most states, lack of reciprocity would not be a ground for denying recognition to a Chinese judgment even if Chinese courts were not currently recognizing US judgments.

**C. Common-Law States**

There are fourteen US states that have not adopted one of the uniform acts.\(^\text{162}\) In these states, the recognition of foreign judgments is governed by common law.\(^\text{163}\) Courts in five of these states have said that foreign judgments may be recognized and enforced on the basis of "comity" even in the absence of a state statute.\(^\text{164}\)

---

159. See Netherlands v. MD Helicopters Inc., 462 P.3d 1038, 1047 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2020) (finding reciprocity requirement satisfied based on Dutch recognition of Louisiana, Tennessee, and Texas judgments); Chabert v. Bacquie, 694 So. 2d 805, 814 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1997) (concluding that the lower court did not abuse its discretion in rejecting a reciprocity defense because "France now recognizes American judgments similar to the kind involved here" (emphasis added)).

160. See Genujo Lok Beteiligungs GmbH v. Zorn, 943 A.2d 573, 581 (Me. 2008) (concluding that "German courts would likely recognize a comparable judgment from Maine" (emphasis added)); Reading & Bates Const. Co. v. Baker Energy Res. Corp., 976 S.W.2d 702, 710 (Tex. App. 1998) (asking "whether Canada (or Ontario) would recognize and enforce a (hypothetical) Texas judgment similar to the Canadian judgment before us and rendered under similar circumstances" (emphasis added)).

161. See supra notes 53–59 and accompanying text.

162. The fourteen states are Arkansas, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. See Foreign Country Money Judgment Recognition Act 2005, supra note 120 (listing the states that have adopted the 2005 Uniform Act); Foreign Country Money Judgment Recognition Act 1962, supra note 119 (same for the 1962 Uniform Act).

163. See Kwongyuen Hangkee Co. v. Starr Fireworks, Inc., 634 N.W.2d 95, 95 (S.D. 2001) ("South Dakota has no statutes that address the recognition and enforcement of a foreign nation judgment, thus the rules of the common-law are in force.").

164. Baker & McKenzie Advokatbyra v. Thinkstream Inc., 20 So. 3d 1109, 1118 (La. Ct. App. 2009) ("The recognition of the judgments of foreign countries is governed by principles of 'comity.'"); Laskosky v. Laskosky, 504 So. 2d 726, 729 (Miss. 1987) ("Enforcement of foreign nation judgments in our courts is governed by the principle of comity."); Kwongyuen Hangkee Co., 694 N.W.2d at 95 ("We hold that the Hong Kong judgment is recognizable and enforceable under the doctrine of comity."); Office of Child Support v. Sholan, 782 A.2d 1199, 1203 (Vt. 2001) ("As a general matter, under principles of comity, final judgments of courts of foreign nations . . . are conclusive between the parties to the action and are entitled to recognition in United States courts."); In re Steffke's Est., 222 N.W.2d 628, 630 (Wis. 1974) ("Essentially then, since there is no compulsion constitutionally for the state of Wisconsin to recognize the Mexican decree,\)
To identify the common-law rules that a court should apply to recognize a foreign judgment on the basis of comity, a number of states have looked back to the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1895 decision in *Hilton v. Guyot*. Hilton held that:

Where there has been opportunity for a full and fair trial abroad before a court of competent jurisdiction, conducting the trial upon regular proceedings, after due citation or voluntary appearance of the defendant, and under a system of jurisprudence likely to secure an impartial administration of justice between the citizens of its own country and those of other countries, and there is nothing to show either prejudice in the court, or in the system of laws under which it was sitting, or fraud in procuring the judgment, or any other special reason why the comity of this nation should not allow it full effect, the merits of the case should not, in an action brought in this country upon the judgment, be tried afresh.

As the italicized language shows, this statement is the source for many of the rules codified in the uniform acts.

Courts in Louisiana and South Dakota have looked directly to Hilton as a source for common-law rules governing foreign judgments. In Mississippi, a court has looked to Section 98 of the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts for the common-law rules on foreign judgments, a provision that, in turn, relies on Hilton. And in Vermont, a court has looked to Sections 481 and 482 of the Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law, which relied both on Hilton and the 1962 Uniform Act.

The cases show that common-law states have consistently based their rules for foreign judgments on the same ultimate source as the uniform acts, and other states are likely to follow suit when the issue

---
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it will be recognized only on the principles of comity.

165. 159 U.S. 113 (1895).
166. Id. at 202–03 (emphases added). Hilton also adopted a reciprocity requirement for foreign judgments under federal common law, see id. at 228 (denying recognition to French judgment “for want of reciprocity”), but none of the states relying on Hilton for common-law rules have adopted its reciprocity requirement.
168. See Lashkoy, 504 So. 2d at 729 (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 98 (AM. LAW INST. 1971)); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 98 cmt. c (quoting Hilton, 159 U.S. at 202).
arises. Thus, the rules governing foreign judgments in common-law states are likely to be substantially similar to the rules in states that have adopted one of the uniform acts. No common-law state has yet recognized and enforced a Chinese judgment, but, just like the uniform act states, they are likely to apply the same rules to Chinese judgments that they apply to judgments from other countries.

* * *

In sum, courts in the United States recognize and enforce Chinese judgments subject to the same limits that are applied to judgments from other countries. 170 US courts have consistently rejected arguments that the Chinese judicial system does not provide impartial tribunals and procedures compatible with due process and have also resisted arguments that they should scrutinize the procedures of Chinese courts in specific cases. Efforts to enforce Chinese judgments have failed when a party failed to produce a copy of the judgment171 or mistakenly brought suit in federal rather than state court. 172 Chinese judgments have also been denied recognition on the ground that the Chinese court lacked jurisdiction173 or that the judgment conflicted with other final judgments. 174 And some Chinese judgments have been denied preclusive effect on the ground that Chinese courts would also not give them preclusive effect. 175 In general, however, it is fair to say that courts in the United States regularly recognize and enforce Chinese judgments.

IV. CHINESE AND US PRACTICE COMPARED

As Parts II and III have shown, there are some large, structural differences between the frameworks for recognizing and enforcing foreign judgments in China and the United States. But there are also...
many similarities in the details of these frameworks, particularly in many of the grounds for nonrecognition, and the similarities between the two frameworks are likely to grow as China modernizes its approach to recognizing foreign judgments. This Part examines these differences and similarities before turning to their implications for reciprocity in China–US judgments recognition.

A. Structural Differences

Two structural differences between Chinese and US frameworks for enforcing foreign judgments stand out. The first concerns the level on which the rules on foreign judgments are established and the court systems through which they are administered. The second concerns the two countries’ approaches to reciprocity.

In China, the rules for recognizing foreign judgments are established at the national level in the CPL and other laws passed by the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, which are subject to interpretation by the SPC.176 These rules are administered by a unified national court system, specifically by the intermediate people’s courts to which the CPL assigns jurisdiction,177 with the guidance of the SPC.178 In the United States, the rules for recognizing foreign judgments are established at the state level, in most states through the adoption of two uniform acts.179 These rules are administered jointly by the state courts of each of the fifty states and by the federal courts located in those states, although federal courts applying the state rules are required to decide questions of recognition in the same way that state courts would.180 Unlike the SPC in China, the U.S. Supreme Court has no role in supervising the recognition of foreign judgments. Because these cases present questions of state law, the Supreme Court has no appellate jurisdiction.181 Thus, in cases coming through the state court systems, the state supreme courts are the courts of last resort, whereas in cases coming through the federal court system, the federal courts of appeals are the courts of last resort. Overall, the system for recognizing foreign judgments in the United
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States is significantly more complicated. Proposals to simplify the system by making the enforcement of foreign judgments subject to federal law, including a federal statute proposed by the American Law Institute, have failed to gain support in Congress. But for all of this system’s complexity, the rules governing the recognition of foreign judgments in the United States are generally uniform, and the systems for administering those rules operate predictably.

The other large structural difference between the Chinese and US frameworks for recognizing foreign judgments is their approach to reciprocity. In China, unless a bilateral or multilateral treaty is in place, foreign judgments must satisfy a requirement of reciprocity. Traditionally, this requirement has been interpreted to require de facto reciprocity—that is, prior recognition of Chinese judgments by the legal system in question—although China’s SPC has softened this requirement in some contexts. In the United States, reciprocity is generally not required for the recognition of foreign judgments. Only six states have adopted such a requirement, and none appears to require de facto reciprocity.

B. Similar Rules

Despite these structural differences, the substantive rules governing the recognition of foreign judgments in China and the United States show many similarities. To begin, both China and the United States have a finality requirement for foreign judgments. In China, the CPL requires that the foreign judgment be “legally effective.” In the United States, the uniform acts require that the foreign judgment be “final, conclusive, and enforceable.” The United States looks to the law of the rendering state to determine whether a foreign judgment is final, conclusive, and enforceable. A foreign judgment subject to appeal might be recognized and enforced in the United States, although Chinese judgments subject to appeal would not be because China does not consider such judgments to be final. As discussed above, it is not clear whether China interprets “legally effective” according to the Chinese standard that the judgment is not appealable or according to the law of the rendering court.
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Both China and the United States also have public policy exceptions.\textsuperscript{189} Chinese courts will not recognize a foreign judgment that “contradicts the basic principles of the law of the People’s Republic of China” or “violates State sovereignty, security and the public interest.”\textsuperscript{190} US courts will not recognize a foreign judgment if the judgment or the cause of action on which it is based is “repugnant” to the public policy of the state or of the United States.\textsuperscript{191} But both China and the United States interpret their public policy defenses narrowly, and public policy has thus far not played a major role in China–US judgments practice.\textsuperscript{192}

China has also begun to adopt other grounds for nonrecognition, not found in the text of the CPL, that have counterparts in US practice. As discussed above, Chinese courts are already applying a requirement that the judgment debtor has been duly served with process, and the SPC has issued an interpretation expressly requiring service for default judgments.\textsuperscript{193} In the United States, the uniform acts speak in terms of notice rather than service.\textsuperscript{194} Of course, notice usually comes through service of process, but US courts have found that technical defects in service will not defeat recognition of a foreign judgment so long as the judgment debtor had actual notice of the proceedings and was able to defend itself.\textsuperscript{195}

China’s recent arrangements with Singapore and Hong Kong on the recognition of judgments list other defenses to recognition.\textsuperscript{196} The memorandum with the Singapore Supreme Court requires that the Singapore court rendering the judgment had personal jurisdiction according to Chinese law,\textsuperscript{197} which is quite similar to the US approach of requiring that foreign courts have had personal jurisdiction according to US due process standards.\textsuperscript{198} The arrangement with Hong Kong lists specific bases of personal jurisdiction that are considered acceptable in terms that track the bases listed in the US uniform acts to a striking degree, including general jurisdiction based on
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residence, specific jurisdiction for actions arising out of the activities of an office branch or place of business, jurisdiction based on a choice of court clause, and appearance without objecting to jurisdiction. China’s arrangement with Hong Kong does not recognize tag jurisdiction as the US uniform acts do. And the uniform acts do not expressly recognize jurisdiction based on the place of performance of a contract or the place of a tortious act as China’s arrangement with Hong Kong does, although the uniform act’s list of bases is not exclusive and both of these bases are consistent with US standards of personal jurisdiction.

The arrangements with Singapore and Hong Kong also recognize fraud and conflict with another final judgment as grounds for nonrecognition, grounds that are also found in the US uniform acts. The Singapore memorandum additionally lists as a ground for nonrecognition “that the judicial body is constituted by persons with personal interests in the outcome of the case,” which is similar to the 2005 Uniform Act’s “the judgment was rendered in circumstances that raise substantial doubt about the integrity of the rendering court with respect to the judgment.”

It is important to note that the impetus for these changes in the SPC’s approach to the recognition of foreign judgments is not to bring China’s practice into line with US practice but rather to bring it into line with international practice, particularly as represented in the 2019 Hague Judgments Convention. Nevertheless, the result of
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China’s efforts to improve the general environment for recognition of foreign judgments in China has been to make them more similar in substance to those in the United States.

C. Implications for Reciprocity

Before turning to consider the prospects for future developments in China–US judgments recognition, it is worth pausing to consider the implications for reciprocity of the current Chinese and US frameworks. For the United States, the differences and similarities in the two frameworks discussed above are largely irrelevant. With the exception of six states, the United States does not provide that lack of reciprocity is a ground for nonrecognition of foreign judgments. How China chooses to treat US judgments is simply irrelevant to whether Chinese judgments should be recognized in most US states, and even the six states requiring reciprocity are likely to find that current Chinese practice meets those requirements.210

But for China, some of the differences and similarities are important. To begin with the similarities, the fact that Chinese and US practices appear to be converging to some degree should give Chinese courts further confidence in recognizing US judgments. Chinese courts have already determined that US judgments meet China’s de facto reciprocity requirement based on past US recognition and enforcement of Chinese judgments. Although US courts do sometimes deny recognition to Chinese judgments on grounds other than reciprocity, Part III pointed out that US courts have applied the same grounds to Chinese judgments that they apply to the judgments of other countries. As China’s approach to foreign judgments comes to resemble that of the United States, the occasional nonrecognition of Chinese judgments on such grounds should seem less and less objectionable. It should be no cause for concern that a US court does not recognize a Chinese judgment on the ground that the rendering court lacked jurisdiction211 or because the Chinese judgment conflicts with another final judgment212 when Chinese courts also deny recognition on these grounds. Other scholars have asked whether US decisions denying recognition of Chinese judgments are a problem under China’s reciprocity requirement.213 This Article suggests that the answer
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should be no if the United States is applying the same grounds for nonrecognition that it applies to judgments from other countries, and particularly if those grounds for nonrecognition are also applied by Chinese courts.

For China, the fact that the US framework for the recognition of foreign judgments is structured differently also raises important questions. As noted above, in applying the CPL’s reciprocity requirement, Chinese courts must decide whether to treat US federal and state courts as parts of the same system or as parts of different systems. They must also decide whether to treat each US state individually for purposes of reciprocity, to treat the thirty-six US states that have adopted the uniform acts as a single system, or to treat the entire United States as a single system.

In Liu v. Tao, the Wuhan court treated US federal and state courts as part of the same system. Specifically, it used a California federal court decision recognizing and enforcing a Chinese judgment to establish reciprocity for the purposes of recognizing a California state court judgment. This Article submits that this is the correct approach. As explained above, the enforcement of foreign judgments in the United States is governed by state law, and federal courts applying that law are supposed to rule exactly as state courts would. Therefore, a federal court decision recognizing a Chinese judgment is equivalent to a state court decision doing the same, and a state court judgment recognizing a Chinese judgment is equally evidence of what a federal court would do.

How to group the US states for purposes of applying China’s reciprocity requirement is a more difficult question and one that Liu v. Tao did not resolve. Technically, each US state has its own law for the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments. So while the decision of a federal court in California recognizing a Chinese judgment should certainly establish reciprocity for California judgments, whether from state or federal courts, there is an argument that a California decision should not establish reciprocity for Illinois judgments.

Such an argument should be rejected. California and Illinois have both adopted the 2005 Uniform Act. Although the state adoptions are technically different laws, they are practically the same, and US
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courts will interpret and apply them in the same ways. At a minimum, therefore, the twenty-five US states that have adopted the 2005 Uniform Act should be treated as a single jurisdiction for purposes of China’s reciprocity requirement. The same principle should be extended to states that have adopted the 1962 Uniform Act. The 2005 Act is really just an updated and clarified version of the 1962 Act with very few substantive changes. Because US courts generally interpret and apply the two acts in the same ways, Chinese courts should treat the thirty-six states that have adopted either one of the uniform acts as a single jurisdiction for purposes of China’s reciprocity requirement.

One might argue that the common-law states belong in a different category because they have not adopted either of the uniform acts. But as Part III.C described, the common-law states that have addressed the question have consistently held that foreign judgments should be recognized and enforced under the same principles found in the uniform acts.218 Specifically, in articulating common-law rules based on comity, courts in these states have looked to the principles articulated in *Hilton v. Guyot*, which are the same principles codified in the uniform acts. This trend will find further support in the Restatement (Fourth) of Foreign Relations Law, published in 2018, which articulates rules for the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments, largely based on the uniform acts, that common-law states can follow.219 Because courts in all US states follow essentially the same rules for the recognition of foreign judgments, this Article concludes that Chinese courts should treat the entire United States as a single jurisdiction for purposes of China’s reciprocity requirement.

In *Nalco Co. v. Chen*, the Shanghai court adopted this approach. Although there was a federal court decision recognizing a Chinese judgment in Illinois,220 the Shanghai court did not rely on that decision. Instead, it looked to the practice of US courts generally to establish reciprocity for the purposes of recognizing an Illinois judgment.221 Counsel for the applicant Nalco made two separate arguments for reciprocity in that case: (1) that legal reciprocity existed because Illinois has adopted the 2005 Uniform Act, like many other states; and (2) that *de facto* reciprocity existed because American courts had recognized and enforced Chinese judgments in many cases.222 The Shanghai court accepted the second, broader argument, finding reciprocity based on the fact “that American courts have
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recognized and enforced the civil and commercial judgments made by Chinese courts for many times,” without distinguishing among different states. This Article’s analysis supports *Nalco*’s approach as the correct one.

In sum, there are important differences in the frameworks for recognizing foreign judgments in China and the United States, differences that have implications for how China’s reciprocity requirement is applied. But there are also similarities in the rules that China and the United States apply, and those similarities appear to be increasing. Part V will examine future prospects for reciprocity in China–US judgments recognition.

V. FUTURE PROSPECTS

This Part considers the future prospects for progress in judgments recognition between China and the United States. Because China recognizes foreign judgments either according to the principle of reciprocity or pursuant to international treaties, it is worth considering whether China and the United States might conclude a bilateral treaty or join a multilateral judgments convention. The other possibility is to strengthen the mutual recognition of judgments under domestic law. In China, this might take the form of applying China’s softer approach to reciprocity to the United States.

A. A Bilateral Treaty

As discussed above in Part II, China has concluded 35 bilateral treaties on judicial assistance that provide for the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments. Bilateral treaties furnish a reliable way for having foreign judgments recognized in China. Over the years, the number of the countries establishing bilateral treaty relations with China has risen steadily. However, no such treaties exist between China and its biggest trading partners, including the United States. Under the Belt and Road Initiative, more countries are expected to conclude bilateral treaties with China, but these treaties will not include any major economies like the United States.

On the US side, the prospects for a bilateral treaty seem even more unlikely. The United States currently has no treaties with any other country providing for the enforcement of civil judgments. In
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the 1970s, the United States attempted to negotiate a judgments treaty with the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{228} The parties agreed on a draft in 1976 and further revised that draft in 1979, but the agreement was never signed.\textsuperscript{229} Since the United States was unable to conclude a judgments treaty with the common-law country whose legal system is perhaps most similar to its own, it is unlikely that the United States would be able to agree on a judgments treaty with a civil-law country like China. In any event, since the 1990s, the United States has focused its negotiating efforts with respect to foreign judgments on multilateral conventions under the auspices of the Hague Conference on Private International Law.

B. Multilateral Conventions

In 1992, the United States proposed the negotiation of a multilateral judgments convention at the Hague Conference on Private International Law.\textsuperscript{230} In 1999, the negotiations produced a draft convention covering both personal jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments, but the draft convention proved unacceptable to the United States, largely because of the limits that the draft convention would have placed on the jurisdiction of US courts.\textsuperscript{231}

Negotiations at the Hague Conference continued on a less comprehensive convention, and, in 2005, they produced a Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements.\textsuperscript{232} The Choice of Court Convention is narrower than other judgments treaties, providing only for the enforcement of exclusive choice of court agreements and for the recognition and enforcement of judgments rendered under such
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agreements. In a sense, it provides a litigation analogue to the New York Convention, which provides for the enforcement of agreements to arbitrate and of arbitral awards. The United States signed the Choice of Court Convention in 2009, and China signed the Convention in 2017. But neither country has yet ratified the Convention.

In the case of the United States, the delay in ratification is the result of disagreement about how the Convention should be implemented in US domestic law. Because the enforcement of foreign judgments has historically been governed by state law in the United States, representatives of the Uniform Law Commission (ULC) argued that it should be implemented through a uniform act prepared by the ULC. The US State Department argued that the implementation of an international convention could not be left entirely to state law and proposed a cooperative federalism approach that would combine a federal statute with a uniform act adopted by the states. Because it would be very difficult to obtain the approval of two-thirds of the U.S. Senate, which the US Constitution requires for treaties, without the support of state interests, the executive branch has not transmitted the Convention to the Senate for its approval.

China signed the 2005 Hague Choice of Court Convention in 2017, and its ratification is proceeding. In 2006, China signed a Choice of Court Arrangement with Hong Kong, which was inspired by and
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modeled on the 2005 Convention and thus paves the way for China to put the Convention into practice.

Negotiations on a broader convention began again at the Hague Conference in 2011, and, in 2019, the Hague Conference approved the Hague Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments in Civil or Commercial Matters. Unlike the failed 1999 draft convention, the new Hague Judgments Convention does not place limits on the personal jurisdiction of the countries that join it, addressing jurisdiction only in the context of the recognition of judgments. The Convention’s rules are largely consistent with those found in the US uniform acts as well as with the rules that China has been incorporating into its new bilateral judgments treaties and its arrangements with Singapore and Hong Kong.

Both China and the United States participated actively in the negotiation of the Hague Judgments Convention. With the increasing need to export Chinese judgments abroad, especially in view of the establishment of China’s international commercial courts and the deepening Belt and Road Initiative, China will be inclined to join the Convention. The 2019 Convention is a global one with a wide scope of application and would help facilitate the Belt and Road Initiative well. Presently, China is carefully studying the possible effects that may flow from joining, but China is unlikely to ratify the 2019 Convention in the short run.

The chances for approval by the United States are uncertain. It continues to be difficult to get the U.S. Senate to approve any treaties. Moreover, the Hague Judgments Convention may face the same disagreements over implementation that the Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements did. The Uniform Law Commission and others supporting state interests may argue that the recognition of foreign judgments must continue to be governed by state law, whereas the US State Department and others supporting a strong federal role may argue that the implementation of an international treaty must be guaranteed by a federal statute.

In sum, the prospects for improving judgments recognition between China and the United States by having both countries join the 2005 Hague Choice of Court Convention, the 2019 Hague Judgments Convention, or both are unlikely. The main obstacle is not the attitude in China but rather political disagreements about issues of federalism in the United States. For the time being, then, it appears that domestic law offers the best chances to strengthen reciprocity in the recognition of judgments between China and the United States.

C. Domestic Law

On the US side, the rules governing the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments are likely to remain largely the
same, although it is also likely that additional states will adopt the 2005 Uniform Act, replacing either the 1962 Uniform Act or the common law. Under these rules, courts in the United States will continue to recognize and enforce Chinese judgments on the same terms as judgments from other countries. US courts have consistently held that Chinese courts provide procedures compatible with due process,\textsuperscript{238} and that trend should continue. As the number of decisions recognizing Chinese judgments grows, such decisions will seem more and more routine.

On the Chinese side, the basic recognition laws are also expected to remain the same because of the inertia of China’s legislature. Although obsolete and incomplete, these laws are not the main barriers for the recognition of foreign judgments in China. The main problem arises from the fact that the SPC has been interpreting the reciprocity requirement narrowly and conservatively. Because the SPC was the one to adopt that interpretation, it may also change the interpretation. As China has intensified its integration with the rest of the world, the SPC has started to soften its traditional interpretation of the reciprocity requirement, although so far only in specific contexts and to a limited extent.\textsuperscript{239} The SPC had been working on an interpretation on judgments recognition, but the initiative was blocked by China’s legislature.\textsuperscript{240} Probably, the SPC will narrow its judgments project and focus on the reciprocity requirement specifically. It may issue an interpretation solely addressing this requirement. If it does so, it is likely to adopt a much-softened reciprocity requirement similar to the one it had included in its earlier draft interpretation on judgments recognition, a requirement that looks to de jure reciprocity rather than the current de facto reciprocity.\textsuperscript{241} If this softened reciprocity requirement were to be adopted, US judgments would continue to satisfy this requirement for recognition purposes.

\textbf{VI. CONCLUSION}

Time will tell how much trade wars and pandemics will “decouple” the Chinese and US economies. But it is clear that parties in China and the United States will continue to do business, goods and services
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will continue to flow, and disputes will continue to arise. It is in the interests of both countries to provide for the reciprocal enforcement of judgments. This requires cooperation and mutual understanding.

This Article has shown that the prospects for cooperation between China and the United States through international agreements are limited, primarily because of obstacles on the US side relating to the implementation of such agreements in US domestic law. Nevertheless, possibilities remain for cooperation through the application of Chinese and US domestic laws on the recognition of foreign judgments.

Cooperation on the level of domestic law requires mutual understanding. Chinese courts must understand the confusing US system for recognizing and enforcing foreign judgments, while US courts must understand that the Chinese legal system provides impartial tribunals and procedures compatible with due process that satisfy US requirements for judgments recognition. This Article has argued that Chinese courts have correctly treated the United States as a single jurisdiction for purposes of applying China’s reciprocity requirement and have correctly treated US federal and state court decisions as equivalent. This Article has also shown that US courts have treated Chinese judgments the same as judgments from other foreign countries, applying the same rules on recognition and rejecting arguments that the Chinese legal system does not afford due process. Even in the absence of an international agreement between China and the United States, the prospects for reciprocity in China–US judgments recognition look bright.